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On the Inversion of a Matrix of Rational Functions 
polynomials is possible at any intermediate point, and hence only numerator 
polynomials need be evaluated. The structure of intermediate denomina- 
tors ailows redundant common factors to IX readily eliminated to leave, 
for each step, a procedure consisting of simple arithmetic operations 
between numerators from the previous step and denominators from the 
original matrix. 
9. BIATRIS INVERSI9S BY “DEFkXREI~ DIWSLOSS” 
Consider the standard direct pivotal inversion of a matrix A, of order 
N, where pivotal terms are chosen sequentially along the! principal diagonal, 
commencing with term an,, and completing inversion with term a\:-“, 
where the superscript indicates the number of pivotal operations whictl 
have taken place on this term. The usual form of this proredure, with 
pivotal term f~~-~), after placement upon a common d~nominattq may 
be written 
__ .- _______-___ . ..  ._ __.-_..__._ --. 
9 
i, j :j: ff, (2.1) 
(H-h’ lj ___ 1 
akk -. pI:-k) . 
akk 
Except where explicitly stated, K refers to the pivotal term throughout 
this paper. 
With expressions (2.1) to (2.4) in this form, all elements of the matrix 
have term uk-“’ as divisor. Thus, when the next step, using tip_$$ 
a~ pivot, has been carried out, then for all terms a$ -A + I’ with i, j # Cz -. 1, 
the previous pivot, aEeki, will cancel once and remain as divisor in the 
same manner as before, though now multiplied by the present pivot, 
a~_-$$ Thus, for these terms, division by a$--“) may be deferred until 
the next step. A similar argument holds for division by LZ~~~._.$:_‘~. 
XCJW consider terms Q$_: ’ 1 ). It is clear that, h-c these terms are 
merely divided by pivotal term al,” -.itk‘ ‘1), then their divisor a& -/‘I cmwis 
completely. Thus, if division by pivot a~:&‘_.” is deferred until the next 
3. PROPERTIES OF THE MODIFIED PFWXDURE 
tf either i.Q, or dZ,j iS zero, then 
Take nivr zk zero; then 
Expression (3.2) is clearly of the same form as (3.1) except that the pivot 
and the pivotal row term have values obtained after one step of the invcr- 
sion process. It follows immediately that, if tij, = 0 (r -== s, s -+ 1, l . . , a) 
and a,j L= 0 (P = t, t -+ 1,. . . , PZ), then, for pivot L$“~‘, term a,j mav 
remain in its initial form until k = s, (s < 1), or K :-,’ t, (t < s). This 
propertv mav be exploited at any point in the process where a term in _ w 
the pivotal ruw or column is zer& In t fle case of sparse matrices it is 
evident that pivotal terms will be required to operate on very few terms 
other than the one which will form the next pivot. 
Equation (A.21 in the Appendix states, for i, j < k, 
where CLC right-hand side represents a minor of the matrix ty its diagonal 
elements, 
The denominator .of this term, in it5 simplest form, wiff thercftjre he 
a product of denominators of elements f~~rrnin~ tf~c ~~~~t~rIninant (4.1); 
that is, 
where the product on the right-hand kit is a product of dcnominatrtrs 
from the original matrix. 
Since the basic procedure for i, i -$ R is 4 
jt (:an he seen From (U) that by direct cmcellations wc 11aw 
where division by the previous pivotal numerator is known to be exact. 
Thus the procedure for term NiyV”’ ’ I) (i, j < k) is :t simple manipulation 
of numerators from the previous step and denominatw-s of the original 
matrix. 
I~or tenrl “ii {fr ._. k* 1) t\sitlj i ‘> k _> j, 13q. (AA) in the App’ndis giv4.9 
and hence, for i, j ~8 k, 
In the same manner as before, a cancellation IN subtraction is located 
---_-.. . C____--_YII--~._._.---.~-_--.._- -. -.. . _ ______  . . 
#p--k ?-‘I1 
I, -- -.----- -- _.“._F.. . 
ii 
i 
Equations (a& (4.S), (4.11), and (4.12) give the numwator operations 
rq_kxxI to form the adjugate and the detwminant of the matrix. Since 
intermediate and fi.nal denominators are known, they may be ignored 
during waluatinn, 
The procedure for formatkIn af numerators of the adjugate is 
(4.33) 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
(4. IO) 
(4.17) 
mVERSfUN OF A MATRIX OF RATIONAL FUNCTKUW 
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2x5 -+- 7x4 + 98.x3 
- 2$ .- 11% -- -- + 356.~2 _ 1 3x 138 * * 9’ - 
,4’2’ -_ 
-- (X3 -+ 4X2 + I 2 .u -+- 7). x + 2 
7X2 -i_ 10.X + 12 -7 
2x + 9 
.._e 1 l 
5 1 
The determinant of the array is therefore w 
- (29 -I-- 7x4 + 9W -+- 356x2 - 13x - 138) 
det(,_1) =3 __-. ___.._ _________ - .____. _.._______.__ _ .._- ._,,. _ . .___. _. ._,_ __. . . . . 
3(x + 1)(x -+- 3)(2x +- 1)(x + 5) ( 1) 
5, 
The numerator of the detcrmin~nt is the final pivot and gives thtr 
numerator of the adjugate. 
and thus 
The inverse is obtained after divisiw by 5.1, which demonstrates why 
in, the numerator of the adjugr-lte element id;, must l-w multiplied 1)~ ttb 
product of denominators in crknnn i and row i of the original m;ttrix, anti 
how the numerator of the determinant is the common denominator of all 
terms of the inverse. 
af’f--k i- 1) =‘= a(n --k--l) 
tt i--1$-- 1 * 
i ~~ k -;- 1. z t 
: 
This may be ~~roved using ahe extensional identities discuswd in tl: .: _( 
Appendix e 
is derived in Aitken [l]. The notation i l l l “ij. . . / represents ;I nlin()r of 
the matrix by its diagonal elments. 
Thus we map- write . 
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The extensional property of (A.3) then gives . 
By the same approach WC find, for i > j :F- it, 
\~hen k T= 1, (~k.5) gives the adjugate element d$) WOW_: sign for tk 
minor is correctly given, since, when i -t_ j is even, an odd number of 
TOW and coIumn interchanges is required for diagonal elements of the 
minor to bz arranged as in (AJ). 
The espression for the diagonal element a’,: -’ ’ ‘) with i > k is similarly 
obtained : 
